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» Legal Deposit Law – 2011.
» Royal Decree for online publications – 2015.
» New Legal Deposit Law – 2022.
» Currently working on a new Royal Decree.
» Web Archive (since 2009).
» Online publication deposit.
» Pre-prints of printed publication. (Since 2023).
» 2009-2014 with Internet Archive.
» Massive collection of “.es”, “.cat”, “.gal” and “.eus” domains.
» Daily websites collection in cooperation with Spanish Regions.
» Event websites collections in special circumstances.
» We use NetArchiveSuite (NAS), developed by the Royal Library of Denmark, OpenWayback, by the IIPC and Cweb, developed by the BNF to cooperate with the Regions.
» 2.5 PT in WARC format.
» Selection criteria:
  » Risk of disappearance.
  » Variety and relevance.
  » Political neutrality.
  » Diversity of points of view (cooperation with the Regions widens the perspective). We also cooperate with Universities and Research centers.
» Sent by major distributors of digital books: Libranda, Bookwire, AENOR, Unebook, Official publications publisher.

» More than 200,000 born digital publications.
» Save future digitization and give quick access to the digital version.
» The Deposit can be made in the Regional or in the National Library (but only in one of them).
» In the BNE the only obligation is to name the file with the LD number, the ISBN or the ISSN (ISSN is assigned to all periodicals).
» It is used to generate a digital signature that helps the publishers to detect illicit uses.
» Near 40,000 books (vs 3,135 last year) and 70,000 periodicals (vs. 19,828 last year).
» Widen access to e-LD in more Libraries and in the National e-lending system.
» Use e-LD as base of AI developments, particularly in Large Language Models.
  » Cooperation with Rightholders.
» Including new contents: audiovisual, podcasts, music, videogames.
» Digital preservation.
» Security of the information.
» Try automatic cataloguing.
Thank you!
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